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Evolutionary Business Information Systems

Perspectives and Challenges of an Emerging Class
of Information Systems

The Internet has changed the way how information systems are perceived. Harnessing
collective intelligence can result in high quality products, and we now tend to look at
software more in terms of services than products. Companies like Google show that
exploring huge amounts of (transaction) data can result in significant business values and
transform marketing practice. But can we apply these principles also to IS? Can we find
better ways to harness the collective intelligence of domain experts in an enterprise? This
paper focuses on current attempts to develop evolutionary business information systems,
and on how to conduct research based on empirical evidence that is able to guide the
development.
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1 Introduction

This article describes the research area
“evolutionary business information sys-
tems” that is developed within an under-
standing of information systems research
that sees this field as part of the social sci-
ences with the goal of improving business
performance. In this context, a “busi-
ness information system” is understood
to be a socio-technical system contain-
ing human beings and machines which
use and produce information to sup-
port and enable the processes and opera-
tions of an enterprise (Hansen and Neu-
mann 2009). This socio-technical view is
also referred to as the “ensemble view
of technology” (Orlikowski and Iacono
2001).

Information technology can reduce
transaction and coordination costs
drastically, often leading to significant
changes in the way companies run
their business. Therefore, Malone et al.
(1999) call information systems “tools
for inventing organizations.” Since tech-
nological artifacts (March and Smith
1995) shape the design space of a busi-
ness information system, it is impor-
tant to analyze them not only in iso-
lation but to study situated artifacts
and the impact of their underlying de-
sign decisions within the context of
a real-world information system (see
Fig. 1).

2 Evolutionary Business
Information Systems

Information systems of large organiza-
tions are continuously evolving to cope
with changing business demands. There-
fore these systems face a permanent de-
velopment lag. Already in the 1990s,
Allen and Boynton (1991, p. 435) stated
that IS efforts “generally automate the
status quo, freezing the organization into
patterns of behavior and operations that
resolutely resist change.” Business infor-
mation systems are therefore never “fin-
ished” (Bjerknes et al. 1991) in the sense
of fulfilling all business requirements.

Many approaches have been devel-
oped in a range of research areas to re-
duce this development lag, ranging from
participatory design (Muller and Kuhn
1993) and agile methods (Abrahamsson
et al. 2010) to model-driven development
(Stahl et al. 2006) and software product
lines (Clements and Northrop 2007). Al-
though these efforts have led to signifi-
cant improvements in their fields, a uni-
fied view for information systems is miss-
ing and, in practice, the characteristic
development lag persists.

The challenge of evolutionary busi-
ness information systems is to provide
a socio-technical information system in-
frastructure that is capable of meeting
changing business requirements incre-
mentally, where (unanticipated) changes
can be incorporated incrementally (with-
out service interruptions) directly by
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Fig. 1 Situated instantiated
artifacts provide empirical
evidence

the stakeholders. These are not neces-
sarily software engineers. Note that the
term “evolutionary” refers to the whole
information system but not necessar-
ily to single applications or processes.
Evolutionary business information sys-
tems can support self-coordination by
non-hierarchical communication (Kieser
and Kubicek 1992). Self-coordination
can question existing structures perma-
nently to adapt an organization to chang-
ing requirements. Thus, organization de-
velopment as a permanent activity has to
be supported by the information system.

An important concept of evolution-
ary business information systems is sec-
ondary design (Germonprez et al. 2011),
which refers to a setting where users of
a tailorable information system become
the primary actors of its continuous re-
design. The users modify the system in
the context of their use, often without be-
ing aware of the primary design. This de-
sign perspective recognizes that people’s
behaviors and business contexts change
over time and that information systems
are inhabited and engaged by people who
tailor the system for the work they are
accountable for. The primary artifact de-
signer gives up central control over the
design and allows for user-driven inno-
vation (von Hippel 2009). To this end,
business information systems need to be
designed as highly tailorable technology
(Germonprez et al. 2007) to support a
person’s reflections, actions, and tailoring
of the system. Such a system cannot allow
as much freedom to all users as a tradi-
tional wiki system, where every user can
make arbitrary changes. Instead, it has to
provide means for governance like an en-
terprise wiki system, where domains of
responsibilities can be defined, letting the
stakeholder modify only those parts for
which they are responsible.

Desirable properties of evolutionary
business information systems include:
• Seamless integration of incremental

(ad-hoc) changes.

• Secondary design of the content and
behavior through a multitude of con-
tributors.

• System introspection to provide feed-
back about the current system state,
behavior and previous actions.

• Managing multitudes of versions and
variants of instances and schemata.

• A balance between system/organiza-
tional requirements (governance, sta-
bility) and individual demands (flexi-
bility, tailorability).

The development cycle of primary de-
sign, as illustrated in Fig. 1, is certainly
still required, but it is no longer the
only mechanism to extend and adapt the
system.

Several of these desired properties are
available in today’s systems. For exam-
ple, traditional wiki systems already sup-
port secondary design, but primarily on
the content layer. The research in ad-
hoc workflows (Georgakopoulos et al.
1995) typically focuses on small teams
of professionals and aims at support-
ing unanticipated activities that require
a rapid workflow execution. Such ad-
hoc changes usually address workflow in-
stances rather than workflow schemas.
Enterprise mashup (EM) systems are de-
signed for end-user programming, thus
enabling users to create personalized, sit-
uational applications that address their
immediate business needs (Pahlke et al.
2010).

A goal of evolutionary business infor-
mation systems is to support not only
ad-hoc changes on the instance level, but
to let domain experts modify and reuse
schema definitions directly, e.g. by defin-
ing a new class of business processes. This
requires them to have sufficient opera-
tional knowledge to anticipate the con-
sequences of their design actions. The
more practitioners are able to modify the
system behavior not only for their per-
sonal use, the more important it is to
raise the transparency of the system be-
havior (Breu et al. 2011). Hence, artifacts
must be highly introspectable and design

activities must be traceable for users to
understand the consequences of changes.
Evolutionary business information sys-
tems permit observations by the stake-
holders to establish empirical evidence
about business behavior and to analyze
and further improve the systems.

When many domain experts are able to
create and co-develop the system behav-
ior, a system must be able to deal with a
potentially high number of versions and
variants in a scalable fashion (see e.g.
the case study in Sect. 3). Finally, when
ad-hoc changes affect multiple applica-
tions and not only a single instance (ad-
hoc workflows) or a single user (EM sys-
tems), it is important to provide support
for governance to limit the changeability
of certain properties to ensure reliability
and predictability.

The following section describes a large
situated instantiation in the domain of e-
learning which we aim to develop into an
evolutionary business information sys-
tem (see Table 1).

3 A Case Study

A proven path for research in business in-
formation systems is to develop artifacts
in situ, where the researchers can evaluate
the effects of their measures at first hand.
We use the Learn@WU system (Alberer
et al. 2003) here as an example of a sys-
tem showing many of the desired prop-
erties. It is one of the largest university
e-learning systems in terms of use (over
160,000 learning resources, up to 4 mil-
lion page impressions per day, up to 2,500
concurrent users).

The stakeholders of the Learn@WU
system are technical domain experts and
various groups of business domain ex-
perts (e.g. teachers, e-learning assistants,
program directors, or the learning quality
assurance team) that are able to shape the
interactions with and among their stu-
dents and to develop learning contents
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Table 1 System archetypes and their evolutionary properties

Wiki EM
Systems

Ad-Hoc Workflow
Systems

Evolutionary
Business IS

Ad-Hoc Changes + + + +
Secondary Design + + − +
Content Development + + − +
Instance Development + + + +
Schema Development − − − +
Variability Management + − + +
Control Flow Adaption − − + +
Feedback Channel + − − +
Governance Support − − − +

and applications (Fig. 2). Given the na-
ture of the used software components, all
application-specific aspects of the system
can be incrementally enhanced without
service interruptions. The system sup-
ports decentralized development by pro-
viding management rights for the do-
main experts, who are equipped with
high-level tools that can be configured
and/or extended via scripting. One such
adaptation is an audience response tool
(Andergassen et al. 2012) based on a
wiki-based workflow system (Neumann

and Erol 2008) for obtaining student
feedback.

The more stakeholders actually modify
the system, the more the variability in-
creases. We could, for example, analyze
the users’ secondary design on the con-
tent layer within the wikis in Learn@WU
in an approach similar to Germonprez
et al. (2011). Beyond that, however, it is
also interesting to analyze the variety of
the workflow definitions and instances,
i.e. the secondary design of the behav-
ior. Currently, the system uses 636 dif-
ferent workflow definitions (defined and

modified by 59 contributors) with 1,417
revisions. There are over 500,000 work-
flow instances with over 2.5 million back-
track points. More than 20,000 partic-
ipants have used these instances. These
figures emphasize the need for a scalable
variability management when supporting
user-driven development at large.

In our experience, the provision of
wiki-based workflow definitions has led
to a higher productivity of the develop-
ers and a higher variability of the com-
ponents. Although the technical support
team of Learn@WU consists of only six
people, there have so far been about ten
times as many contributors who would
not have been able to define workflows
without the provision of these defini-
tions. We are confident that the number
of contributors can still be significantly
increased.

Domain-specific transaction monitor-
ing already enables us to better un-
derstand the learning activities of our
students (Mödritscher et al. 2013).

4 Industry Applications

In general, the field of evolutionary busi-
ness information systems builds on ideas

Fig. 2 Sample artifacts and stakeholders in the multi-layered architecture of Learn@WU
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derived from end-user participation and
has been extended with concepts from
evolvable systems and secondary design.
The industry has already begun to adopt
these concepts. Enterprise wiki systems
(such as Confluence) are used in thou-
sands of companies to improve collabo-
ration and knowledge sharing. End-user
participation beyond the content (wiki)
layer is less widespread but has found
its way into the software portfolios of
major players in the IT landscape. For
example, SAP has investigated the EM
paradigm by prototyping the SAP Re-
search Rooftop Marketplace (Hoyer et al.
2009). Oracle offers EM functionality as
part of the WebCenter suite. IBM and
Software AG have productized their EM
platforms as IBM Mashup Center and
ARIS MashZone. The concept of domain-
specific languages (Fowler 2010) was in-
troduced to improve the communication
between domain experts and developers
in practical applications, but its adap-
tion is often limited due to a lack of reli-
able domain knowledge available to DSL
developers (Mernik et al. 2005).

The software components of
Learn@WU have already attracted the in-
terest of industry and government orga-
nizations. For example, Daimler AG em-
ploys the components of the Learn@WU
system for knowledge management in
supply chain management (company
and suppliers). LMS.at uses these to serve
more than 2,600 schools in the Austrian
secondary school sector.

5 Research Directions

The overall research goal is to systemat-
ically improve the adaptability of busi-
ness information systems through the
stakeholders, while still preserving cer-
tain governance structures and system
stability. The main research directions
are:
1. How can we systematically identify

business potentials in the growing
design spaces?

2. How can a running business informa-
tion system be developed incremen-
tally?

3. How can we increase the degree of
participation of non-technical stake-
holders in the (secondary) design pro-
cess of the business information sys-
tem?

For each research direction, different re-
search methods have to be applied. For
the first direction, empirical evidence
stemming from the situated artifacts pro-
vides a primary source. The systematic
analysis of transaction data is quite es-
tablished in the area of business analyt-
ics, but recently the focus has shifted to-
ward the analysis of the behavior. An
important source is coordination science
(Malone and Crowston 1994), in par-
ticular when transaction data are com-
bined with e.g. external (sensor) data
to determine potentials for in-situ im-
provements. Examples are process min-
ing (van der Aalst 2011), data-driven de-
cision making (Brynjolfsson et al. 2011),
and learning analytics (Siemens and Long
2011) in the e-learning domain.

The second research direction ad-
dresses the need to increase the flexi-
bility of information systems and aims
at lightweight development cycles, both
from the organizational and the technical
point of view: an operative, enterprise-
level system requiring recompilation and
restarts after each change would not be
able to handle hundreds of updates on
a production installation per day. The
goal is to work towards evolutionary sys-
tems that support self-organization and
that can adapt their behavior during run-
ning operation. Improving the state of
the art in this dimension requires re-
search in self-organizing social systems
(Wulf 1999) and the integration of or-
ganization and technology development
(Wulf and Rohde 1995) as well as re-
search in software flexibility, in partic-
ular in the areas of multi-layered soft-
ware development (Ousterhout 1998),
dynamic software evolution (Rank 2002),
dynamic languages (Callaù et al. 2011),
and software product lines (Clements
and Northrop 2007).

The challenge of the third research di-
rection is to increase the ongoing collec-
tive participation of domain experts in
such a way that they can modify the sys-
tem directly without violating its integral
properties. At least the following areas
require further research:
• Methods suitable for specification of

modifiable behavior by stakeholders,
e.g. engineering of domain-specific
languages (Strembeck and Zdun
2009).

• Design principles for constructing and
combining compositional units for

Fig. 3 Reference
disciplines for
interdisciplinary research in
evolutionary business
information systems in the
area of e-learning
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reuse in the problem domain, e.g. via
feature-oriented programming (Apel
and Kästner 2009).

• Methods for the systematic provision
of appropriate feedback channels for
all stakeholders, which also address se-
curity and privacy aspects; methods for
data/process mining/monitoring suit-
able for end users.

• Methods for scalable variant and ver-
sion management, schema selection,
migration, change frequency, analytics
and monitoring; development of de-
cision support and recommender sys-
tems based on situation analysis and
experiences.

Ideally, the research directions should
not be addressed in isolation. Instead,
research contributions that improve the
state of the art in all dimensions in
concert should be developed.

6 Interdisciplinary,
Domain-Specific Research
Configurations

The focus on the ensemble view de-
mands a unified approach based on be-
havioral sciences and design sciences
(Hevner et al. 2004). Recent efforts try to
extend established construction-oriented
research perspectives (Peffers et al. 2007;
Vaishnavi and Kuechler 2007) to better
fit the ensemble view (Sein et al. 2011),
and to explicitly include users as “reflec-
tive and active participants in an ongoing
design process” (Germonprez et al. 2011,
p. 677).

Putting emphasis on the business do-
main level requires a focus on domain-
specific research to be able to provide ap-
propriate abstractions in the information
system (for example, in the e-learning
domain). Therefore research in evolu-
tionary business information systems in
general demands a pluralistic conception
of research (Frank 2006). In our expe-
rience, even different instantiations in
the same domain require different con-
figurations of methods from various re-
search areas. Figure 3 sketches relevant
research areas for investigating an infor-
mation system as presented in the case
study.

This pluralistic view integrates behav-
ioral research activities (necessary for
understanding, explaining and predict-
ing phenomena within existing situated
systems) with construction-oriented re-
search activities (necessary for improv-
ing the status quo through the cre-

ation of innovative artifacts). The re-
search field does not demand that ev-
ery contributing researcher has an in-situ
instantiation at hand. Design-oriented
research can follow a “consortium re-
search” approach, which frames the co-
operation between researchers and prac-
titioners (Österle and Otto 2010). Fur-
thermore the field can benefit from re-
search outcomes from multiple research
fields, ranging from computer science to
the social sciences.

7 Summary

In this paper, we introduced the concept
of evolutionary business information sys-
tems, an emerging class of information
systems that support secondary design on
various conceptual layers. These systems
are subject to continuous change, driven
by stakeholders with greatly varying de-
grees of domain knowledge and techni-
cal expertise. Software artifacts that are
to be included in such a system have
to be designed to support continuous
(secondary) design and continuous eval-
uation. We argue that studying evolu-
tionary business information systems de-
mands a pluralistic research perspective
as the research object is inherently inter-
disciplinary. The information systems re-
search community can contribute to this
emerging field through innovative arti-
facts. Working software acts as an impor-
tant vehicle for this kind of research as
it embodies research outputs and allows
for the investigation of their behavior and
appropriateness within real-world sys-
tems. In addition to traditional dissem-
ination channels, open source software
provides additional visibility and – to a
certain degree – reproducibility of the
research conducted.
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